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Curriculum area: ICT 
  Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Topic or theme 
Autumn term Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge 
 

 

Online safety 
 

 I know that care and attention to internet safety are highly 
important relating to password privacy, protection of 
identity the need for secure emails. 

 I can demonstrate that Files and images can be attached 
to secure emails and opened and saved when they are 
received.  

 I know how to report or block content 
 
Computer sciences   

Scratch 
 

 I can control a sprite by simple programming. 
 I can demonstrate that Programming can be used to insert 

repetition, sound, music, loops and run and stop 
commands into the code. 

 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I can identify devices to access the internet 
 I understand the importance of keeping our information safe 

and secure 
 I can identify ways to protect ourselves when using social 

media sites 
 I can demonstrate what to do if we identify or experience 

unsuitable content 
 
Computer sciences / Modelling and Simulations/ Control and  
 

Sensing 
 
Scratch 
 To ‘debug’ a code means to find the error in it and correct it. 
 You can use if or else statements to carry out a set of 

sequenced commands (programs). 
 You can use these features to create a game. 
 

Excel  
 

 You can find information by filtering information in databases 
 Images can be saved as Jpegs and edited on various 

documents 
 I know a network is a group of ‘linked’ computers. 
 Using Excel Databases enables you to search by filtering 

information 
 

Digital Imagery  
Photoshop 
 

 I can show that ‘Photoshop’ has many different features that 
allows you to add text, edit images, resize and ad backgrounds. 

 You can use ‘Photoshop’ to edit pictures 
 

Powerpoint / 2 Simple Animations 
 

 2 Simple animations can be used to draw and make animations 
 2 Simple animations can be added to other programs such as 

‘Powerpoint’ 
 I know and can use Gifs: ‘ready-made’ animations that can be 

added various applications 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I know care and attention to internet safety are highly 
important relating to password privacy, protection of identity 
and the need of secure emails.  

 I know how to report unsuitable content and cyberbullying, 
abide by policies. 

 I know that Web browsers are a key research tool to search 
for information. 

 I can show that favourites and history organise past 
searches.  

 

Computer Sciences 
 

Scratch 
 I can use collision sensing 
 I can ‘Debug’ and Solve problems 
 Import own sprite 
 I can Use variables 
 I can Use an operator 
 I can Create a background 
 I can Create a new costume and use this to simulate 

animation 
 

Flowol 
 I can use graphical information to answer questions 
 I understand sequencing commands 
 I can control an onscreen mimic with inputs and outputs 
 I can sequence instructions to control output devices 
 I can draw simple flow diagrams 
 I can refine procedures to improve desired outcomes 
 I can combine procedures to solve more complex problems.  
 
Digital imagery 
 

 Photoshop 
 

 Use functions of lasso tool, copy and edit.  
 Save as JPEGs 
 Insert saved pictures, add word art, text boxes, resize 

objects, change font size and colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I know care and attention to internet safety are highly 
important relating to password privacy, protection of 
identity and the need of secure emails.  

 I know how to report unsuitable content and 
cyberbullying, abide by policies. 

 I know that Web browsers are a key research tool to 
search for information. Favourites and history organise 
past searches.  

 I can Demonstrate what to do if we identify or 
experience unsuitable content 

 I can compose, send and receive messages and 
attachments 

 I can demonstrate respectful internet use 
 I know how to develop strong passwords 

Computer Science 
 

Scratch 

 I can show that to add a score to a Scratch game, a 
variable needs to be created for a sprite; this makes 
the game more challenging.  

 A broadcast is a message that is sent through Scratch 
which activates receiving scripts.  

 I know a Boolean block is an elongated 
hexagonal block shaped after some elements in 
flowcharts. 

 I can Use ‘if’ then ‘else’, is a control block which will 
check the Boolean condition.  

 I can demonstrate that using a costume change will 
change the appearance of a sprite.  

 I can demonstrate that a variable is a changeable 
value recorded in Scratch's memory. Variables can 
only hold one value at a time, unlike lists. 
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Autumn term Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills 
  Online Safety 

Communicating, Collaborating and Publishing Online 
safety 

 Discuss e-Safety rules  
 Know how to keep my identity safe online 
 Know who and how to report things that make me feel 

uncomfortable online 
 Compare ways of messaging  
 Collaborate using ICT  
 Open and send emails safely  
 Identify usable content 
 Recognise emails that are not for me 
 Attach a piece of work to an email 
 

Computer Sciences 
 Write a simple program  
 Understand run/stop  
 Understand what a Sprite is  
 Use loops  
 Use if statements  
 Add sound 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Digital imagery 
 

 Retrieve images from different locations  
 Manipulate images  
 Create a repeating image pattern 
 Capture, retrieve and begin to edit a digital image  
 Create an animated sequence 
 Take (find and insert) pictures for an intended purpose 

 
 

Word processing and multimedia 
 

 Use spell check  
 Use font sizes and effects  
 Use thesaurus  
 Select and import sounds  
 Select and import graphics  
 Combine text, sound and graphics  
 Use hyperlinks  
 Improve my typing skills 
 Use group and ungroup 
 Format text, images and shape 
 

Online Safety 
Communicating, Collaborating and Publishing Online safety 
 Identify e-safety and stay safe 
 Compare different forms of internet communication 
 Understand that manipulating and publishing images should be 

done with permission. 
 

 Use gamer-tags and protect my identity online  
 

 Make and use passwords safely 
 Understand copyright 
 Understand plagiarism 
 

Computer Sciences 
 Use sounds blocks  
 Use if or else statements  
 Use timing blocks  
 Debug my code  
 Use different controls blocks 

 
 

Modelling and Simulations and Control and Sensing 
 

 Use instructions to navigate my turtle (sprite) 
 Use the repeat command  
 Use and change a procedure  
 Recognise and fix bugs in an algorithm 
 Understand a process 
 Develop my sequencing skills in programming control devices 
 Create a set of instructions 
 Handling information: 
 Enter data into a database  
 Locate data to answer a specific question 
 Enter data into a spreadsheet  
 Search a database  
 Use database to organise and analyse information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Online Safety 
 

Communicating, Collaborating and Publishing Online safety 
 

 Discuss e-safety  
 Understand and abide by policies  
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs or emails  
 Compare different forms of communication  
 Keep myself safe online 
 Collaborate on a project 
 Produce formal and informal messages  
 Keep to copyright rules Embed files on my own pages 
 Author my own pages 
 Report unsuitable web content 
 Report incidents of cyberbullying 
 Create and use passwords safely. 
 

Computer Sciences 
 Use collision sensing  
 Solve problems  
 Import my own sprite  
 Use variables  
 Use an operator  
 Debug and fix problems 
 Create a background 
 Create a new costume and use this to simulate animation 
 

 

Digital imagery 
 

 Capture, retrieve and edit digital images  
 

 

Online Safety 
 

Communicating, Collaborating and Publishing Online 
safety 
 

Understand e-safety 
 
Compare the different forms of communication 
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Show an understanding of personal safety  
 Behave responsibly when communicating online 
 Collaborate on a project using a range of web tools 
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Produce formal or informal messages  
 Can validate online information 
 Report online abuse and cyberbullying 
 Can create and use more complex passwords 

 

Computer Sciences 
 Create an interactive story  
 Design and Create a game  
 Detect and fix bugs in my game 
 Use variables in my game 
 Use repeat and loops in my game 
 Write an algorithm 
 Solve problems using logical thinking 
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Spring term Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I can discuss e-Safety rules (SMART)  
 I know how to keep my identity safe online 
 I know who and how to report things that make me feel 

uncomfortable online 
 

Research 
 

 I can use a web browser to search for information 
 I can explain about favourites and history 
 I understand copyright 

 
 

Word processing and multi-media 
 

 I can identify which program to use  
 I can amend, save, open and print my work  
 I can use the shift key, cut, copy and paste, undo, spell 

check, thesaurus text boxes, word art and tables, portrait 
and landscape, highlight text, bullet points 

 I can begin to use hyperlinks  
 I can add recorded sound to my work 
 I can adjust font size and colour 
 

Multi-media (Photostory 3) 
 

Music and Sound 
 

 I can demonstrate that sound can be composed, 
recorded or downloaded and inserted into multimedia 
presentations (like Photostory) to create mood and effect  

 

Digital Imagery 
 

 I can use images from the internet and network  
 I can use equipment to enhance my photography 

(Image). 
 I can edit images and add effects to an image to improve 

my work 
 

Digital imagery (Use of Green-screen to add an image of self 
to photo-story) 
 

 I can use images from the internet and network  
 Take and acquire images from a camera and use 

equipment to enhance my photography  
 I can edit images and add effects to an image to improve 

my work 
 
 
 

Online Safety 
 I can discuss why a strong password is required to keep myself 

safe. 
 I can create and test a strong password 
 I understand how to keep my information so that only friends 

and groups can see what I post on social media 
 

 

Word Processing and Multi-media 
 

Powerpoint creation and research 
 

 I can use Hyperlinks to link to web-pages 
 I can use / know there are lots of different search engines 

(Google, Ask, Bing) 
 I can show that sound-files can be added to images 
 I can Use spell check and use font sizes and effects  
 I can use thesaurus  
 

Modelling, simulations control and sensing 
Flow diagrams 
 I can use a flow diagram to show the sequence of instructions 
 I can fix bugs in an algorithm 
 I can use as decision box. 
 

Light Bot 
 I can create a set of instructions – algorithm 
 I can debug 
 I can use repeat commands 
 I understand how some everyday items are controlled – traffic 

lights. 

Online safety 
 

 I know care and attention to internet safety are highly 
important relating to password privacy, protection of 
identity and the need of secure emails.  

 I know how to report unsuitable content and cyberbullying, 
abide by policies. 

 I know that Web browsers are a key research tool to 
search for information. Favourites and history organise 
past searches.  

 I can Demonstrate what to do if we identify or experience 
unsuitable content 

 I can compose, send and receive messages and 
attachments 

 I can demonstrate respectful internet use 
 I know how to develop strong passwords 
 

Word processing and Multi-media 
 

 I can cut and paste format and edit my work  
 I can select and import sounds and graphics 
 I can use justify, insert, find and replace  
 I can use a multimedia authoring program   

Music and sound 
 

 I can copy sound files and record musical and non-musical 
sounds  

 I can layer sound, add voice, music and sound effects  
 I can create my own sounds and compositions 

 

Digital Imagery 
 

 I can capture, retrieve and edit digital images  
 I can create a short animated sequence  
 I can use time lapsing  
 I can upload images to a website 
 

Research 
 

 I can select an appropriate search engine and demonstrate 
how to search efficiently for information using a range of 
keywords to find different sources  

 I can select and combine information from a range of 
different sources  

 I can identify that web sites are not always accurate  
 I can question and check the validity and reliability of 

information – identify trustworthy sources. 
 I can explain and understand how internet searches work 
 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I understand and discuss key points of online safety, 
behaving responsibly when communicating online 
and showing an understanding of personal safety  

 I can compare the different forms of communication 
and compose and respond to forums, blogs and 
emails  

 I can Collaborate on a project using a range of web 
tools 

 I can keep to copyright rules  
 Produce formal or informal messages  
 I can validate online information 
 I know how to report online abuse and cyberbullying 
 I can create and use more complex passwords 
Research 
 

 I can select an appropriate search engine and 
demonstrate how to search efficiently for information 
using a range of keywords to find different sources 
and understand that not all websites are reliable 
sources. 

 I can question and check the validity and reliability of 
information – identify trustworthy sources. 

 I can select and combine information from a range of 
different sources  

 I can explain and understand how internet searches 
work 

 

Word processing and multi-media - Powerpoint 
 

 I can create a PowerPoint presentation to engage the 
reader or audience. 

 I know how to: Insert a hyperlink to a website 
by clicking the Insert tab at the top of the window and 

 click the hyperlink button  
 I can include images on a slide by following the insert 

tab 
 I can transition slides by selecting transition tab 

followed by effect option. 
 I can include pictures / animations to engage by Click 

on the object you want to animate and selecting the 
animation you want to use via the animation tab 

Music and sound 
 

 I can copy and embed sound files  
 I can use ICT to create / perform sounds or music and 

manipulate existing sound files 
 I can use software to layer sound, add voice, music 

and sound effects. 
 

Digital imagery 
 

 I can combine stills, video and sound 
 To independently capture and edit digital images 

(possible pictures from local area) and use a graphics 
package to design and develop picture 

 Use different tools to produce different line widths, set 
shapes, fill option, rubber and typing 

 Enhance a presentation by combining images  
 Use copy, cut, paste and move to change my work 
 Use layering to edit and improve images 

 

Spreadsheets (Excel) 
 

 I can enter data into a spreadsheet  
 I can enter formulae into a spreadsheet 
 To make predictions and check results  
 Use 'SUM' to calculate the total  
 Change data in a spreadsheet to answer 'what if...?'  
 Use a spreadsheet to create costings which are within 

budget 
 Use appropriate layout and designs  
 Discuss how using formula can enable me to test 

different variables 
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Flowol 
 

 I can use graphical information to answer questions 
 I understand sequencing commands 
 I can control an onscreen mimic with inputs and 

outputs 
 I can sequence instructions to control output devices 
 I can draw simple flow diagrams 
 I can refine procedures to improve desired outcomes 
 I can combine procedures to solve more complex 

problems.  
 I can use control sequences in real life situations 
 

Spring term Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills 
   

 
 

Online Safety 
 

 Identify e-safety and stay safe 
 Compare different forms of internet communication 
 Understand that manipulating and publishing images should be 

done with permission. 
 Use gamer-tags and protect my identity online  
 Make and use passwords safely 
 Understand copyright 
 Understand plagiarism 

 
 

Research 
 

 Select and combine information from a range of different 
sources  

 Navigate chosen websites 
 Use different search engines  
 Use different features of search engines  
 Modify searches  
 Identify the reliability of using information from the internet  
 Develop key words  
 Explain how a computer network works (when saving work) 

 

Music and Sound 
 

 Locate and import sound files  
 Use ICT to record voice and sound effects  
 Use ICT to combine and layer sounds 
 

Word Processing and Multi-media 
 

 Use spell check  
 Use font sizes and effects  
 Use thesaurus  
 Select and import sounds  
 Select and import graphics  
 Combine text, sound and graphics  
 Use hyperlinks  
 Improve my typing skills 
 Use group and ungroup 
 Format text, images and shape 
 
 

Modelling, simulations control and sensing. Flow diagrams 
 

 Recognise and fix bugs in an algorithm 
 Use a decision box in a flowchart 
 Understand a process 
 Investigate how everyday devices are controlled using inputs 

and outputs   
 Develop my sequencing skills in programming control devices 
 Create a set of instructions  
 

Modelling, simulations control and sensing - Light bot online. 
 

 Use instructions to navigate my turtle 
 Use the repeat command  
 Use and change a procedure  
 Recognise and fix bugs in an algorithm 
 Understand a process 
 Investigate how everyday devices are controlled using inputs 

and outputs   
 Develop my sequencing skills in programming control devices 
 Create a set of instructions 
 

Online Safety 
 

 Discuss e-safety  
 Understand and abide by policies  
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Compare different forms of communication  
 Keep myself safe online 
 Collaborate on a project 
 Produce formal and informal messages  
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Embed files on my own pages  
 Author my own pages  
 Report unsuitable web content 
 Report incidents of cyberbullying 
 Create and use passwords safely 
 

Word processing and multi-media 
 Cut and paste 
 Select and import sounds 
 Select and import graphics  
 Format and edit my work  
 Use justify, insert, find and replace  
 Use a multimedia authoring program  
 Understand how pages are linked together  
 Use criteria to evaluate the design and layout  
 Create a page of sounds with positioned action buttons 
 

Music and sound 
 

 Record musical and non-musical sounds  
 Copy sound files  
 Layer sound, add voice, music and sound effects  
 Use ICT to perform sounds  
 Create my own sounds and compositions 
 

Digital Imagery 
 

 Capture, retrieve and edit digital images  
 Create a short animated sequence  
 Combine stills, video and sound  
 Use time lapsing on my animation 
 Upload images to a website 
 

Research 
 

 Discuss different strategies for finding relevant information  
 Select an appropriate search engine 
 Select and combine information from a range of different 

sources  
 Identify that web sites are not always accurate  
 Use a range of keywords to find different sources  
 Question the validity and reliability of information 
 Understand how internet searches work 
 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 Understand e-safety 
 Compare the different forms of communication 
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Show an understanding of personal safety  
 Behave responsibly when communicating online 
 Collaborate on a project using a range of web tools 
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Produce formal or informal messages  
 Can validate online information 
 Report online abuse and cyberbullying 
 Can create and use more complex passwords 
 

Research 
 

 Identify that web sites are not always accurate  
 Select and combine information from a range of 

different sources  
 Use a range of keywords to find specific sources of 

information  
 Know how internet searches work 
 Know how a computer network works 

 

Word processing and multi-media – Powerpoint 
 

 Evaluate my design and layout  
 Use a multimedia program to organise and present 

my work 
 Produce a diagram to show the links between pages  
 Load multimedia software 
 Alter the way my work looks 
 Record and add sounds and sound effects to my work 
 Use special effects to move between screens 
 Add pictures to my work 
 Add already recorded sounds to my work 
 Present my information for a given audience 
 Understand the use copyright of images and text 
 
 

Music and sound 
 

 Copy sound files 
 Use a variety of devices to record musical and non-

musical sounds   
 Manipulate existing sound files 
 Use ICT to perform sounds or music  
 Embed sound onto a page 
 Create my own sounds and compositions  
 Use software to layer sound, add voice, music and 

sound effects 
 

Digital imagery 
 

 Combine stills, video and sound 
 Independently capture and edit digital images 

(possible pictures from local area) 
 Use a graphics package to design and develop 

picture 
 Use different tools to produce different line widths, set 
 shapes, fill option, rubber and typing 
 Enhance a presentation by combining images  
 Use copy, cut, paste and move to change my work 
 Use layering to edit and improve images 
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Spreadsheets (Excel) 
 

 Enter data into a spreadsheet  
 Enter formulae into a spreadsheet 
 Make predictions and check results  
 Use 'SUM' to calculate the total (L4) 
 Change data in a spreadsheet to answer 'what if...?'  
 Use a spreadsheet to create costings which are within 

budget 
 Use appropriate layout and designs  
 Discuss how using formula can enable me to test 

different variables 
 

Modelling and Simulations Control and Sensing 
(Flowal) 
 

 Understand sequencing commands  
 Use graphical information to answer questions and 

solve simple problems  
 Sequence instructions to control 
 Use sensor inputs to control outputs   
 Control an onscreen mimic or simulation with inputs 

and outputs  
 Improve and refine procedures  
 Draw simple flow diagrams  
 Use control sequences in real life situations 
 

Summer term Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge Overview of knowledge 
 

 

Online safety 
 

 I can use and understand different ways of messaging 
 
Word Processing and Multi-Media 
 

 I can Identify which program to use 
 I understand what portrait and landscape are.  
 I can amend, save, open and print my work  
 I can use: shift key; copy and paste; text boxes; word art; 

tables; spell check; thesaurus 
 I begin to use hyperlinks  
 I can combine text and graphics in my layouts use 

highlight text; undo; bullet points: change font size and 
colour 

 I can add recorded sound to my work 
 

 

Online safety 
 

 I understand plagiarism is taking or copying someone else’s 
work or information and using it as my own and I understand 
that manipulating and publishing images should be done with 
permission 

 I can compare different forms of internet communication and 
how to staff safe when using them. 

 

Digital Imagery – Green screen 
 

 I can capture / find and retrieve images from different locations 
and edit them.  

 I can use and manipulate images  
 I can create an animated sequence 
 

Word Processing and Multi-media 
 

 I can use: spell check; font sizes and effects; thesaurus; 
hyperlinks; group and ungroup 

 I can select and import sounds and graphics 
 I can format text and images. 
 

Research 
 

 I can use different search engines and select and combine 
information from a range of different sources  

 I can navigate chosen websites 
 I can use different features of search engines and modify 

searches using key words 
 I can explain and identify the reliability of using information from 

the internet  
 I am able to explain how a computer network works 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Online Safety 
 

 I am able to discuss issues and risks around e-safety  
 I can respectfully compose and respond to forums, blogs 

and emails  
 I can compare different forms of communication  
 I know how to keep myself safe online 
 I can collaborate on a project 
 I can identify formal and informal messages  
 I understand copyright rules  
 I can author my own pages and embed files on my own 

pages  
 I know how to report unsuitable web content and incidents 

of cyberbullying 
 I can create and use passwords safely 
 

Word processing and Multi-media 
 

 Cut and paste 
 Select and import sounds 
 Select and import graphics  
 Format and edit my work  
 Use justify, insert, find and replace  
 Use a multimedia authoring program  
 Understand how pages are linked together  
 Use criteria to evaluate the design and layout  
 Create a page of sounds with positioned action buttons 
 

Digital Imagery 
 

 I can capture, retrieve and edit digital images  
 I can create a short animated sequence and use time 

lapsing on my animation 
 I can upload images to a website 
 

Research 
 

 I can discuss different strategies for finding relevant 
information  

 I Understand how internet searches work and can select 
an appropriate search engine and combine information 
from a range of different sources and use a range of 
keywords to find different sources  

 I understand that web sites are not always accurate and 
can question the validity and reliability of information 

 

Spreadsheets  
 I can create and use a spreadsheet to create costings for a 

budget 
 I can enter data into a spreadsheet  
 I can enter a formula into a spreadsheet  
 I can make predictions and check results 
 I can use ‘SUM’ to calculate total and change data in a 

spreadsheet to answer ‘what if…?’  
 

 

Online Safety 
 

 I am able to confidently discuss issues and risks 
around e-safety  

 I can respectfully compose and respond to forums, 
blogs and emails  

 I can compare different forms of communication  
 I know and demonstrate how to keep myself safe 

online 
 I can collaborate on a project using a range of tools 
 I can identify formal and informal messages  
 I understand copyright rules  
 I can author my own pages and embed files on my 

own pages  
 I know and can demonstrate how to report unsuitable 

web content and incidents of cyberbullying 
 I can create and use more complex passwords safely 

 
Radicalisation and extremism –  non-negotiables. 
 

 I can identify prejudices and racist comments. 
 I demonstrate that I listen, collaborate and respond to 

others with tolerance whilst discussing their own 
opinions and to respect the views of others and other 
ways of life. 

 I question what is read on the internet. 
 I understand that PREVENT is a Government 

initiative to identify extremist and radical web content. 
 I know how to report unsuitable web content 
 
 

Communicating 
 

Collaborating and Publishing Online safety 
 

 I understand and demonstrate safe and respectful 
internet use and always show understanding of 
behaving responsibly when communicating online 

 I can compare the different forms of communication 
 I can compose and respond to forums, blogs and 

emails  
 I clearly show an understanding of personal safety  
 I can collaborate on a project using a range of web 

tools 
 I understand copyright rules  
 I can produce formal or informal messages  
 I understand and can validate online information 
 I know how to report online abuse and cyberbullying 
 I understand why passwords are important and can 

create and use more complex passwords 
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Handling Information 
 

 I can design questions using key words, to search a 
database 

 I recognise the need for accuracy when answering 
questions  

 I can use ICT to create charts and tables 
 I can use graphs to provide supporting evidence  
 Check for accuracy 
 I can modify a search pattern  
 I can make queries using and/or to search data and search 

using greater and less than 

 

Modelling and Simulations Control and Sensing 
 

 I understand and can use sequencing commands and 
can use sensor inputs to control outputs 

 I can use graphical information to answer questions 
and solve simple problems  

 I can control an onscreen mimic or simulation with 
inputs and outputs  

 I can improve and refine procedures  
 I can draw simple flow diagrams  
 I can use control sequences in real life situations 
 
 

Summer term Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills Overview of skills 
 

 

Online Safety 
 

Compare ways of messaging  
 

 Collaborate using ICT  
 Identify usable content 
 

Word Processing and Multi-Media 
 

 Identify which program to use  
 Amend, save, open and print my work  
 Use the shift key 
 Use copy and paste  
 Use text boxes, word art and tables 
 Use spell check  
 Use cut Use thesaurus  
 Understand portrait and landscape  
 Begin to use hyperlinks  
 Combine text and graphics in my layouts  
 Highlight text 
 Use undo 
 Add recorded sound to my work 
 Can use bullet points 
 Change font size and colour 
 
 

 

Online Safety 
 Understand plagiarism 
 Identify e-safety and stay safe 
 Compare different forms of internet communication and how to 

staff safe when using them. 
 Understand that manipulating and publishing images should be 

done with permission 
 

Digital Imagery – Green screen 
 

 Retrieve images from different locations  
 Manipulate images  
 Create a repeating image pattern 
 Capture, retrieve and begin to edit a digital image  
 Create an animated sequence 
 Take pictures for an intended purpose 
 

Word Processing and Multi-media 
 

 Use spell check  
 Use font sizes and effects  
 Use thesaurus  
 Select and import sounds  
 Select and import graphics  
 Combine text, sound and graphics  
 Use hyperlinks  
 Improve my typing skills 
 Use group and ungroup 
 Format text, images and shape 
 

Research 
 

 Select and combine information from a range of different 
sources  

 Navigate chosen websites 
 Use different search engines  
 Use different features of search engines  
 Modify searches  
 Identify the reliability of using information from the internet  
 Develop key words  
 Explain how a computer network works 

 

Online Safety 
 

 Discuss e-safety  
 Understand and abide by policies  
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Compare different forms of communication  
 Keep myself safe online 
 Collaborate on a project 
 Produce formal and informal messages  
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Embed files on my own pages  
 Author my own pages  
 Report unsuitable web content 
 Report incidents of cyberbullying 
 Create and use passwords safely 
 

Word processing and Multi-media 
 

 Cut and paste 
 Select and import sounds 
 Select and import graphics  
 Format and edit my work  
 Use justify, insert, find and replace  
 Use a multimedia authoring program  
 Understand how pages are linked together  
 Use criteria to evaluate the design and layout  
 Create a page of sounds with positioned action buttons 
 

Digital Imagery 
 

 Capture, retrieve and edit digital images  
 Create a short animated sequence  
 Combine stills, video and sound  
 Use time lapsing on my animation 
 Upload images to a website 
 

Research 
 

 Discuss different strategies for finding relevant information  
 Select an appropriate search engine 
 Select and combine information from a range of different 

sources  
 Identify that web sites are not always accurate  
 Use a range of keywords to find different sources  
 Question the validity and reliability of information 
 Understand how internet searches work 
 
 

Spreadsheets  
 

 Enter data into a spreadsheet  
 Enter a formula into a spreadsheet  
 Make predictions and check results 
 Use ‘SUM’ to calculate total 
 Change data in a spreadsheet to answer ‘what if…?’  
 Create and use a spreadsheet to create costings for a 

budget 
 

Handling Information 
 

 Design questions using key words, to search database 
 Recognise the need for accuracy when answering 

questions  
 Use ICT to create charts and tables 
 Use graphs to provide supporting evidence  
 Check for accuracy 
 Modify a search pattern  
 Make queries using and/or to search data  
 Search using greater and less than 
  

 

Online Safety 
 

 Understand e-safety 
 Compare the different forms of communication 
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Show an understanding of personal safety  
 Behave responsibly when communicating online 
 Collaborate on a project using a range of web tools 
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Produce formal or informal messages  
 Can validate online information 
 Report online abuse and cyberbullying 
 Can create and use more complex passwords 
 

Radicalisation and extremism –  non-negotiables. 
 

 The encouragement of open discussion throughout 
the school. 

 Identify prejudices and racist comments. 
 Developing critical thinking skills and a strong, 

positive self-identity whilst online. 
 To listen, collaborate and respond to others with 

tolerance whilst discussing their own opinions and to 
respect the views of others and other ways of life. 

 Question what is read on the internet. 
 Understand that PREVENT is a Government initiative 

to identify extremist and radical web content. 
 Know how to report unsuitable web content 
 

Communicating, Collaborating and Publishing Online 
safety 
 

 Understand e-safety 
 Compare the different forms of communication 
 Compose and respond to forums, blogs and emails  
 Show an understanding of personal safety  
 Behave responsibly when communicating online 

(show an understanding) 
 Collaborate on a project using a range of web tools 
 Keep to copyright rules  
 Produce formal or informal messages  
 Can validate online information 
 Report online abuse and cyberbullying,  
 Can create and use more complex passwords 
 

Modelling and Simulations Control and Sensing 
 

 Understand sequencing commands  
 Use graphical information to answer questions and 

solve simple problems  
 Sequence instructions to control 
 Use sensor inputs to control outputs   
 Control an on screen mimic or simulation with inputs 

and outputs  
 Improve and refine procedures  
 Draw simple flow diagrams  
 Use control sequences in real life situations 
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